The Ministry of Economic Development launches an ordinary stamp
from The Sport series dedicated to the Nitto ATP Finals
Today, October 29th, 2021, the Ministry of Economic Development launches an ordinary stamp,
tariff B, from The Sport series dedicated to the Nitto ATP Finals. The stamp has been printed by
Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato SpA, in rotogravure, on self-adhesive, non-fluorescent
neutral coated white paper, and it has been distributed by Poste Italiane.
From November 14th to 21st the Pala Alpitour in Turin will host the competition between the eight
best male singles players and double teams of the season. It will be the first of five editions of the
most important indoor tennis event hosted in this Turin seat, that was inaugurated for the 2006
Winter Olympics. Since 1970, the Nitto ATP Finals have been held in 14 cities of four different
continents. From 1970 to 1976 the location changed every year: Tokyo, Paris, Barcelona, Boston,
Melbourne, Stockholm and Houston. From 1977 to 1989 the tournament took place at Madison
Square Garden in New York and it then moved from Frankfurt (1990-1995), Hannover (19961999), Lisbon, Sydney, Shanghai, Houston to London, where it remained from 2009 to 2020 before
landing in Turin. Roger Federer holds the record of victories in the tournament with his six titles,
ahead of Novak Djokovic, Pete Sampras and Ivan Lendl with 5.
This is a unique opportunity for Turin to show to the world its extraordinary cultural, economic,
landscape, food and wine and, obviously, sport qualities. The Nitto ATP Finals in Turin will stay
forever one of the Italian gems and deserve an equally significant recognition to celebrate and
testify what will happen in the highly expected week from November 14th to 21st. The launching of
a dedicated stamp represents both strength and credibility of the Italian organization and tennis
sport movement. All this in a gorgeous city rich of artistic and architectural beauties, but also one
of the main economic and productive Italian centers, seat of major university campus, and artistic,
tourist, scientific and cultural hubs of Italy.

